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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Juan Pablo Etcheverry has contributed to the dictionary with 8 meanings that we have approved and collected in this
small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not
hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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amurar
Under construction: make an element or accessory in a masonry wall

arrieraje
arrieraje: 1.accion and arriar2 effect. Set of 40 carriers; Note: the suffix aje indicates action and effect of the verb and
added to a noun indicates set of )

cavar lagar
Digging Winery: the winepress is a primitive vessel dug into the rock to tread the grapes must. Also used to step on
olives and apples for obtaining oil and cider. Its origin goes back to the biblical times.

chsno
CHSNO is the chemical formula that expresses the elemental composition of a lipid composed of a carbon atom, one of
hydrogen, one sulfur, one nitrogen and one of oxygen. The word is an acronym formed by the corresponding chemical
elements, so it is written in capital letters. In the system, Hill is CHNOS

coche cunda
In Spain name given to rent 40 cars; taxis ) that you convey to people addicted to drugs for purchase for sums of money.

estaquiosa
Carbon hydrate formed by two molecules of Galactose, one glucose and one fructose present in numerous vegetables
such as soybeans.

linea abstracta
The concept of abstract line relates to abstract art as opposed to the line in figurative art, where the artist is inspired by
the real world, while in abstract art, he uses lines, drawings and colors regardless of all figurative.

níveos
nor is incorrectly written and it should be written as "snowy ( )" being its meaning:<br>White: plural of snowy. adj.
Whiteness and the snow-like appearance.


